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VOTE OF THE WEEK: COMSTOCK RESOURCES, INC. 

Comstock Resources received 33% for Say on Pay after 
receiving 35% in 2012. Continued low support may be due to: 

– Shareholder and proxy advisor concern over pay and 
performance alignment and discretionary bonus payouts 

– Benchmarking CEO pay above median against a peer group that 
includes substantially larger companies 

– Above-median CEO pay despite negative TSR 

– Base salary increase for the CEO in 2013 after a failed SOP vote 
in 2012 and negative TSR 
 

20131 20121 20111 

OUTCOME 33% 35% 67% 

1-YR TSR -1% -38% -39% 

3-YR TSR -28% -31% -10% 

CEO PAY2   $6.6m $6.9m $8.2m 

REVENUE $432m $434m $349m 

MARKET  
VALUE 

$728m $729m $1,162m 

COMPANY INFORMATION, PERFORMANCE, AND CONTEXT  

‒ Comstock Resources is an independent energy company that engages in the acquisition, development, exploration and 
production of oil and natural gas in the United States 

‒ Negative TSR on a one-, three- and five-year basis 

‒ Revenue was roughly flat year over year; Net Income decreased to -$100m in 2013 from -$33m in 2012 

PAY PROGRAM 

‒ Annual cash bonuses determined on 50% financial performance (measures include EBITDAX growth, oil production growth, 
relative TSR and leverage ratio) and 50% subjective factors; discretionary piece of annual cash bonus paid above target and 
formulaic component paid below target 

‒ Long-term incentive awards consist of time-vesting restricted shares and performance shares that vest based on TSR relative to 
peers (PSUs weighted at 75% for top two executives and 50% for others); PSU plan provides payout at 300% of target for 
performance at 100th percentile of peers 

CHANGES TO 2012 PAY PROGRAM 

‒ Added performance shares to the long-term incentive plan; 75% of top two executive officers’ LTI and 50% of other officers’ LTI 
is performance-based 

‒ Reduced LTI targets from 75th-90th percentile of market to 50th-75th percentile (a reduction of 150% in target opportunity) 

‒ Revised peer group to eliminate larger companies and better approximate Company at median in terms of revenue, market cap 
and enterprise value 

‒ Adopted a policy prohibiting gross-ups and cash buy-outs of underwater options, increased stock ownership guidelines and 
added a clawback provision 

RESPONSE FOLLOWING ISSUANCE OF PROXY 

‒ The Company addressed ISS’ issues with its pay programs in a supplemental filing (Comstock DEFA14A), emphasizing  the 
necessity to pay above-median pay for certain value-creating executives and its disagreement with the ISS-chosen peer group  

‒ In the supplemental filing, Comstock disclosed additional changes including: a modified bonus plan to allow for discretionary 
CEO and SVP bonuses only to the extent the formula-driven bonus is earned, an absolute TSR modifier for the PSU plan that 
requires positive absolute TSR as a vesting requirement, and reduced benchmarking positioning versus peers to 50th percentile 
for CEO and SVP (previously set at 75th percentile)  

ISS PROPOSAL SUMMARY EXCERPTS 

‒ “A vote AGAINST this proposal is warranted given recurring pay-for-performance misalignment at the company. Changes made 
to compensation programs after high opposition to this proposal last year have not adequately addressed concerns. The 
company's new annual bonus program is still significantly discretionary, and the discretionary portion was awarded at above 
target despite below-target achievement of financial goals. Concerns are also raised by the rigor of goals under the long-term 
incentive program. The company continues to benchmark pay above median without sufficient justification and against an 
inappropriate peer group.” 

‒ Following the supplemental filing, ISS reversed its recommendation “against” the re-election of a compensation committee 
director. However, ISS maintained its “against” recommendation for Say on Pay 

Source: Semler Brossy data and analysis; Fund Votes LLC; ISS Voting Analytics; S&P Research Insight; Comstock DEF14A. 

1 Financials as of the three most recently disclosed fiscal year ends (i.e., FYE2012, FYE2011, and FYE2010)             2 As disclosed in the Summary Compensation Table.  
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/23194/000119312513165455/d524312ddefa14a.htm

